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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we examine, from the point of view of perturbation theory, 
the problem of the unitary equivalence of the parts of two self-adjoint opera- 
tors corresponding to their continuous spectra. Approaches to this problem 
may be classified as “stationary” or “time-dependent” according to whether 
the connecting partial isometries are constructed from the resolvents or from 
the unitary groups of the operators. Recent papers [l, 15, 171 employing 
the stationary method in an abstract setting have in common that they (1) 
utilize a factorization of the perturbation and (2) use Hilbert spaces exclu- 
sively. In contrast, many authors [4, 10, and the references of Section 51 
concerned with operators explicitly represented on a function space do not 
factor the perturbation, but introduce suitable Banach spaces of functions. 
It is the purpose of the present paper to unify the latter work by presenting a 
stationary approach which utilizes Banach spaces introduced in an abstract 
manner. An approach similar to ours has been used by Rejto [21] to study 
absolute continuity of operators. 
We shall assume that B is a Banach space which is “paired” with the original 
Hilbert space H in a sense common in the theory of interpolation spaces (see 
[22] for references). (This similarity is purely formal-no interpolation 
theory is used.) The main result (Theorem 1) is a local theorem which states 
that if the resolvents satisfy certain smoothness conditions relative to B near 
some interval of the real axis, then the parts of the operators in that interval 
are absolutely continuous and unitarily equivalent to each other. The 
connecting partial isometries are obtained as the strong limits of operators 
W * (c) constructed from the resolvents. After discussing the connection 
between our approach and the time-dependent theory (Theorem 2), we give 
applications to “gentle” perturbations and to the Schroedinger operator 
in one dimension. Higher dimensional Schroedinger operators will be 
discussed elsewhere. 
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The problem of eigenfunction expansions [4, 5, IO], while not discussed 
here, is quite natural to our approach, and will be treated in a subsequent 
publication. 
This paper is a revision of the author’s doctoral dissertation under Professor 
Tosio Kato at the University of California, Berkeley. The author wishes to 
extend his warm thanks to Professor Kato for his assistance both in guidance 
and in example. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 TERMINOLOGY. Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space, with 
an inner product such that (x, cy) = E(X, y). We denote by 1 x ] and 1 A / 
the respective norms of an element x of H and a bounded operator A on H. 
If A, is a sequence of bounded operators on H, s - lim A,, and w - lim A, 
denote respectively the limits in the strong and weak topologies of operators 
on H. 
If T is an arbitrary closed operator on H, then a(T) and p(T) denote the 
spectrum and resolvent set of T, and D(T) its domain. If T = s h k?(h) is a 
self-adjoint operator on H, we denote its resolvent by R(z) = (T - z)-‘. 
T is said to be absolutely continuolls iff (E(X) X, X) is an absolutely continuous 
function of h for each x E H. If S is a Bore1 subset of the reals, then E[S] 
denotes the spectral projection ss &Z(A). The part of T in S is defined to be 
TE[S], considered as an operator on the space B[S] H, and we say that T is 
absolutely continuous on S iff the part of T in S is an absolutely continuous 
operator on E[S] H. 
Let G be a subset of the reals. A statement P(z) depending on z is said to 
be true mm G iff there exists a neighborhood N of G in the complex plane 
such that P(z) is true whenever z E N and Im z # 0. A function f (z) defined 
near G is continuous up to G iff f (x) h as a continuous extension to each of the 
sets G u N+ and G v N- , where 
N~={x~N:fIrnz>O}. 
It is not assumed that the limits 
f (A f i0) = !ief (A f k) 
are equal. 
If j and G are subsets of a topological space, then J C G means that the 
closure of / is a compact subset of G. 
1.2 BASIC FORMULAS. In this section, some facts for future reference 
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are collected. The formulas of Lemma 1.2.1 are fundamental, and are taken 
from [l]. 
Let T and T,, be self-adjoint operators on H with D(T) = D(T,,) and set 
V = T - TO. If Im z # 0, define 
Q(z) = I - v-R(z) and Q&i) = I + b’R,(z). 
LEMMA 1.2.1. (a) Q(z) and QO(z) are bounded operators on H, and 
Q(x) Q&4 = Q&4 QC4 = 1. (1.2.1) 
(b) Let Q*(z) (rsp.Qi(z)) denote the udjoint of Q(z) (rsp.Q,(z)). Then 
Q*(z) (rsp. Q:(z)) is the unique bounded extension of the densely defined operator 
I - R(Z) V (rsp. I + R,(Z) V). 
(c) The following formulas hold: 
W4 - W) = Q*(z) [W4 - &@)I SC+ (1.2.3) 
(d) Q(z) and SO(z) are analytic on p(T) and p( T,,), respectively. 
PROOF. (a) Q(z) = (T,, - z) R( .z is everywhere defined, since the range ) 
of R(z) is D(T) = D( T,,). S ince TO - z is closed and R(z) bounded, Q(s) is 
also closed and hence bounded. Similarly for Qa(.z) = (T - z) R,(z). 
(1.2.1) follows easily from these expressions. 
(b) I - R(Z) V = R(Z) (TO - 2) is defined on D( T,,) and agrees there 
with Q*(z), which is bounded. 
(c) Write Q(z) = R;l(.z) R(z) and Q*(z) = R(Z) &l(s), the latter 
holding on D(T,,). Then the right side of (1.2.3) becomes 
R(f) [R,l(%) - R,l(z)] R(z) = (2 - 2) R(f) R(z), 
and (1.2.3) follows from the resolvent equation. Similarly for (1.2.2). 
(d) The T and TO graph topologies on D(T) = D(T,,) are seen to be 
identical by applying the closed graph theorem to the identity. Hence, 
I7 = T - T,, is continuous from D(T) to H. If  U, v  E D(T), then 
Since TR(z) = zR(z) + I, the right side is analytic on p(T), so R(x) is 
bounded and analytic as a map of H onto D(T). It follows that the composition 
VR(z) is analytic. Similarly for VR,(z). 
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LEMMA 1.2.2. For h real, and E > 0 let 
2niE’(h, c) = I?()\ + 22) - R(h - ie). 
Then 
(4 E’(h, c) > 0. (1.2.4) 
(b) For e-very u E H, 
s +m (E’(h, c) u, u) dA = (u, u). -cc (1.2.5) 
(c) If  S is an open subset of the reals and S’ its complement, then 
'is j,, (E'(X, e) E[S] u, u) dx = 0 (1.2.6) 
for every u E H. 
Ei(h, E) is defined similarly, and the same results hold. 
PROOF. For (a), note that E’(h, l ) is a positive function of T. Using 
Fubini’s theorem, the integral of (1.2.6) can be expressed as 
1 - 
~ JS 
E - s s, (s -A)2 + E2 dhd(E(s) uy *) (1.2.7) 
where the inner integral is bounded by uniformly in E and converges to zero 
as E J 0, for all s in the open set S. Since d(E(s) u, u) is a finite measure, we 
obtain (c). The integral of (1.2.5) is equal to (1.2.7) with S and S’ replaced 
by (- co, + cc), and (b) follows. 
For every u, v E H and E > 0, define 
(W&; T, To) u, V) = j’” (E&i, El u, Q(x + ie) V) dh. 
--m 
(1.2.8) 
LEMMA 1.2.3. (a) W*(E; T, T,,) is a well defined, bounded operator on H, 
with 1 W*(E; T, T,) j < 1. 
(b) The following formulas hold: 
(FV+(e; T, TJ u, v) = jfm(Q,(h f  k) u, E’(h, l ) v) dh 
--oo 
(1.2.9) 
W;(E; T, T,) = W’~(E; T,, , T). (1.2.10) 
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PROOF. (a) Since E@, l ) > 0, we have 
I VW, c) u, Q(h f 4 4 I* 
= (E;(h, c) u, u) (E’(A, <) z’, v) (1.2.11) 
using (1.2.3) in the second step. This estimate of the integrand of (1.2.8), 
together with (1.2.5) yields 
I W+(c T, To) u, 4 I < I 11 I I 0 I . 
(b) Equality of the integrands of (1.2.8) and (1.2.9) follows immediately 
from (1.2.1) and (1.2.3), while (1.2.10) results from taking the complex 
conjugate of (1.2.9). 
Define the unitary operators U,(T, T,,) = eitTe-itTo, and observe that 
Uf(T, T,) = U,(T, , T). We shall abb reviate these expressions as U, and 
U:, respectively. 
LEMMA 1.2.4. If T and T, are self-adjoint, with D(T) = D(T,), then 
and 
W+(E; T, T,) = 2~ 1, e-2ctU,(T, T,,) dt (1.2.12) 
W(E; T, T,,) = 2~ [” ezrfUt(T, To) dt. 
a 
(1.2.13) 
PROOF. The integrals are clearly convergent in operator norm. Observe 
that 2c s,” e-srt( U, u v) dt is the inner product in L,(R, , H) of the functions , 
x(o,K)(t) e-rte--iTOfu and 2q(o,m)(t) e-rte-iTtv, where x(o.m)(t) is the character- 
istic function of (0, cc). Since these functions are the Fourier transforms of 
iR,(h + ;c) u and 2&?(X $- ;c) ZI, their inner product is equal to 
.+m 
aF1 .I-, (I?,@ + 22) 24, I?(;\ + ic) v) dA (1.2.14) 
by Parseval’s Theorem. 
An elementary calculation shows that 
Ito = (z - 2)-l (To - 2) [R,,(z) - R,(5)]. 
Let z = h + in and insert the result in (1.2.14), to obtain 
(1.2.15) 
$ += ((To - h + k) E;(h, 6) u, R(h + k) w) dh. (1.2.16) --cc 
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Since R(h + ie) w E D(T) = D( T,,), we obtain the formula (1.2.7) for 
W+(G). The proof of (1.2.13) is similar. 
2. THE BASIC THEOREM 
2.1 THE BASIC THEOREM: STATEMENT. Two Banach spaces X1 and X, 
are said to be paired if (a) Xi and X, are contained in a linear topological 
space Al, with the inclusion mappings Xi -+ M (i = 1,2) continuous, and 
(b) X, n X, is dense in Xi and X, in their respective topologies. 
Let B be a complex Banach space, paired with H. We denote by B* the 
space of all continuous antilinear functionals on B, and by (u*, u) the 
sesquilinear pairing of B* and B. I] u 11 and 11 u* Ij* (rsp. Ij A I] and II B II*) 
will denote the norms of elements of (rsp. operators on) B and B*. 
If T is a self-adjoint operator on H, consider for E > 0 the sesquilinear form 
(E’(X, l ) u, v), defined for u, w E B n H. If G is an open subset of the reals, we 
say that T is B-smooth on G, if (a) for z = X + ic near G, this sesquilinear 
form has a (necessarily unique) extension F, to B x B and (b) F,(u, w) is 
continuous up to G for every u, w E B. It follows that II F, ]I is bounded near 
any compact subset of G, and that for h E G, FA+io(u, w) is a bounded sesqui- 
linear form on B. If E’(h) : B --f B* is the unique operator such that 
FA+&, 4 = <E’(4 u, w>, 
then E’(h) is defined and weak* continuous on G. 
LEMMA 2.1.1. If T is B-smooth on G, then 
(a) for every u,wEBnH, andAEG, 
2 (E(h) u, 4 = (E’(h) u, w>. 
(b) T is absolutely continuolls on G. 
PROOF. (a) Let J = (a, b) C G and u, w E B n H. Then [3, Theorem 
X111.2.10] 
(E[J] u, w) = l;,:: ljz Jl;l (E’(h, c) u, w) dh. 
Since the integrand is uniformly bounded, we have in the limit 
(WI u, ~1 = j-, <E’(h) u, 0) A. 
Replacing J by J n (- co, A), we find that in a neighborhood of each a E G 
(E(h) u, w) = (E(a -> u, w) + s” (E’(s) u, w> 4 
a 
from which (a) follows. 
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(b) The part of T in G has spectral resolution E(h) E[G]. Since the 
absolutely continuous subspace is closed [16, Chap. IO] it suffices to prove 
absolute continuity of (E(h) N, X) when N = E[]] U, u E B n H and 
J = (a, b) @Z G, since such elements x span a dense subspace of E[G] H. 
But if Jr = (- co, h) f~ J, then by (2.1.1) 
where xJ(s) is the characteristic function of J. 
A bounded operator K on His said to have a B-extension if K maps B n H 
into itself and the restriction of K to B r\ H has a (necessarily unique) 
bounded extension k to B. k is called the B-extension of K. 
We now state the main theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and B a Banach space 
paired with H. Let T and T,, be self-adjoint operators on H with D(T) = D(T,) 
and G an open subset of the reals. 
Assume that 
(a) T,, is B-smooth on G. 
(b) The operators Q,(z) and Q(z) have B-extensions q,,(z) and q(z) near G, 
which are continuous up to G in the strong topology of operators on B. 
Then : 
(i) T and TO are absolutely continuous on G. 
(ii) The operators 
and 
IV,t(T, TO; G) = s - 11% W+(e; T, TO) E,[G] 
W*(T, , T; G) = s - lj$ W*(E, TO , T) E[G] (2.1.3) 
exist, where s -- lim denotes the limit in the strong topology of operators on H. 
Moreover. 
W’;( T, TO; G) = W*( TO , T; G). (2.1.4) 
(iii) ?V*(T, T,,; G) . p t’ I . zs a ar za zsometry with initial set E,,[G] H and fkal 
set E[G] H and satisfies 
TW’*(T, T,,; G) = ?V,( T, T,,; G) T,, . (2.1.5) 
Hence, the parts of T and TO in G are unitarily equivalent. 
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Observe that under these hypotheses 11 q(z) I( and 11 p,(z) I] are bounded 
near every compact subset of G. 
LEMMA 2.1.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem I, T is B-smooth on G. 
PROOF. By (1.2.3), 
(Iqh, 6) u, v) = (E&i, l ) Q(X + ie) 21, Q(X + iE) v) 
for u, v E H. The result follows by elementary arguments. 
LEMMA 2.1.3. Let S be an open subset of p(T). Iffor every x E S, Q(z) has a 
B-extension q(z) which is strongly continuous on S, then q(z) is analytic on S. 
PROOF. If C is any circle contained in S, the Cauchy integral 
F(u) = (2&-l 1, (t - .z-l q(z) u dt 
converges in B norm and is continuous in u. If u, v E B n H, then 
M4 U? v> = w u 1, ) v since Q(z) u is analytic in H. Therefore q(z) u = F(u) 
for u E B n H, and hence for all u E B by continuity. 
2.2 THE BASIC THEOREM: PROOF. Choose an increasing sequence of 
sets G, c G whose union is G, such that each G, is the union of a finite 
number of open intervals. Since the conclusions of Theorem 1 are preserved 
under finite unions and unions of increasing sequences of sets G, it suffices 
to prove the result for an open interval J (E G. 
For purposes of the proof, WJE; T, T,,) is abbreviated by W*(E). More- 
over, we shall define IV* in the following lemma, and show in the course 
of the proof that 
w* = s - lj$ W*(e) E[J]. 
LEMMA 2.2.1. There exists a unique bounded operator W, on H such that 
(W+u, v) = J* (E;(A) u, q(h & i0) v) dh (2.2.1) 
.I 
for every u, v  E B n H. 
Moreover, 1 W+ I < 1 and 
(W:u, v) = 
J 
‘I (E’(A) u, q&h i i0) v) dA (2.2.2) 
for every u, v  E B n H. 
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PROOF. Let u, et E B n H. Passing to the limit in (1.2.1 l), we obtain 
I (E;(A) u, q(A Z!I i0) v> I2 < <E;(h) u, u> (E’@) z’, v>. (2.2.3) 
By this estimate and (2.1.2), 1 (U’hu, ZJ) 1 < 1 u 1 1 w 1 . The formula (2.2.2) 
follows by passing to the limit in 
(E&t 4 u, PO + 4 4 = (Q& rt 4 u, E’& 6) ~1. 
LEMMA 2.2.2. 
(4 u’, = ~~&rJ[lI 
and 
W,* = W:E[l] 
(b) For - 00 < h < + 03 
WhEo(A) = E(h) W, . 
Hence, for any Bore1 measurable function f 
W*f (T,) =f (T) W* * 
PROOF. For u, v E B n H, define 
(2.2.4) 
(2.2.5) 
(2.2.6) 
(2.2.7) 
W, v) = (E;(h) u, q(h * ~3) 0). 
Let S be an arbitrary Bore1 set. Multiply (2.2.3) by the characteristic function 
x&I), integrate over 1, and use Lemma 2.1.1 to obtain 
. 
J &, 4 A < I E,[J n Sl u I I E[l n S]ZJ I (2.2.8) ms 
Let S = / in (2.2.8). Then 
I (W+u, ~1 I < I Ed11 u I * I WI w I (2.2.9) 
for u, e, E B n H. Since W* is bounded, (2.2.9) holds for all u, e, E H, and 
this implies (a). 
For arbitrary Bore1 sets SO and S, , we have 
(w+~dsd ut E[S,I 4 = j,n, ns hA(uv 4 dh. (2.2.10) 
0 1 
Part (b) follows by considering the two cases S,, = (- 03, + a), 
Sr = (-- co, A) and SO = (- co, A), S, = (- CO, + co). 
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To prove (2.2.10), let x, , u E B n H, and X, + I?,,[&,] u in H-norm. Then 
4J&I &I - -%[%J 24 (2.2.11) 
and 
qw % + 0, (2.2.12) 
where Si is the complement of S, , Similarly for Y,~ -+ I?[&] ~1. Therefore, 
(wgn , yn) - j,,, ns hAtxn , yn) - hh 4 d + ln , 
0 1 
(2.2.13) 
where ln consists of integrals of hA(x, , ~~tn) over subsets of Si and S; . Using 
the estimate (2.2.8), together with (2.2.12) and its analogue for yn , we find 
that 7, + 0. The remaining term on the right-hand side may also be estimated 
by (2.2.8) and tends to zero by virtue of (2.2.11) and its analogue. This 
establishes (2.2.10) and completes the proof. 
Next, we state a technical result used in the convergence proofs of the 
two following lemmas. 
TECHNICAL LEMMA. Let J be an open interval, and f (A) continuous on J. 
For 0 < E < c,, let f (A, c) b e a Lebesgue measurable function of such that 
(a) 1 f (A, l ) 1 < M uniformly in E. 
(b) f (A, l ) ---f f (A) uniformly on J, as E JO. Then the function 
PO, 4 = ; j, (s _ A;2 + $ f (St 4 ds 
converges pointwise on J to f (A), and 1 q~(h, 6) 1 < M unz~ormly in E. 
PROOF. The bound is trivial, and the convergence follows easily from the 
results of [24, p. 301. 
LEMMA 2.2.3. If w - lim denotes the limit in the weak topology of operators 
on H then 
and 
W, = w - 1;~ W&j &,[I1 (2.2.14) 
W,* = w - $7 W;(E) E[J]. (2.2.15) 
PROOF. Since / W*(C) / is bounded, it suffices to prove convergence of 
(W+(C) E[ J] u, v) for u, z, E B n H. Let 
(2.2.16) 
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and 
U4 = j,, (6X& 4 WI u, Q(h f i4 4 & (2.2.17) 
where J’ is the complement of J. By (2.1.2) and absolute continuity of T, , we 
have 
U4 = + j,j, (s _ A;2 + l 2 GW % 40 f 4 v> ds a\. 
By the Technical Lemma, the inner integral is bounded uniformly for small E 
and converges pointwise on ] to 
i: E;(h)u, q(h & iO)v > , 
so that 
l)n$ I&) = (W*u, v). (2.2.18) 
For arbitrary u, z, E H, applying the estimate (1.2.10) to (2.2.17) gives 
The second factor is bounded by 1 v I2 and the first tends to zero by (1.2.6), 
so that for every U, 21 E H. 
hi I,(e) = 0. (2.2.19) 
This proves (2.2.14). Since the hypotheses of the theorem are symmetric in 
T and To, (2.2.15) follows. 
LEMMA 2.2.4. For every u E H, / W&u 1 = 1 I?,,[]] u 1 . 
PROOF. It suffices to consider u E B n H. For pi > 0, Ed > 0, consider 
the expression 
h, e2) = r j j j 9 E.2 
772 J J , (A - s)2 + El2 * (h - q2 + Ez2 
x (E;(h) u, Q(t f  iq) Qo(s f  ie2) u) ds dt dh. (2.2.20) 
Applying the argument of the previous lemma twice shows that the iterated 
limit 
!'$ $F(E~ , c2) = j (E&i) U, q(X & i0) q&i k i0) U) dA 
2 1 .I 
= , Gx4 11, u> dA = I G,[lI 11 12, (2.2.21) 
using (2.1.2) in the last step. 
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On the other hand, since J is finite and the integrand bounded, we may 
apply Fubini’s theorem in (2.2.20) and perform the h-integration first to 
obtain: 
= J -/W&l) &[]I E&, 4 u, Q&s 3z &I 4 - U4 6 
where I;;;(Q) has the form (2.2.17) and tends to zero as or JO, if us is held 
fixed. The expression in brackets above is simply the integral over t and h in 
(2.2.20), and is therefore seen to be bounded uniformly in pi , for fixed Q. 
Passing to the limit, and using Lemma 2.2.3, we have 
yF(E1 , Ep) = j (~~~+-W, c2) JG[J1 u, Q& + k) 4 ds. (2.2.22) 
1 .I 
By (2.2.7), 
W*E;(s, c2) E,[ J] u = E’(s, l 2) E[ J] W+u. 
Inserting this into (2.2.22), we obtain on the right an expression which differs 
from (?V*(GJ E[J] W&u, U) by a term I;(Q) of the form (2.2.17). Hence 
Combined with (2.2.21), this completes the proof. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1. Since by Lemma 2.1.2, T is also 
B-smooth on J, both T and To are absolutely continuous on J and there is 
complete symmetry in T and T,, , so that the lemmas apply with T and To 
interchanged. (2.1.6) was proved in Lemma 2.2.1. By Lemma 2.2.4, 
W*(T, T,,; J) is partially isometric with initial set E,,[j] H and final set equal 
to the initial set E[ J] H of its adjoint. I f  u E E,,[ J] H then 
0 < 1 W* E) u - W&u I2 = 1 W*(E) u I2 + 1 W*u I2 - 2 Re (W*(c) u, TV&u) 
< 2 1 u I2 - 2 Re (W*(E) u, W&u) -+ 2 / u Iz - 2 1 W*u I2 = 0, 
so that strong convergence follows from weak convergence and the isometric 
property of IV* . The remaining statements follow from Lemma 2.2.2. 
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3. SCATTERING THEORY 
In the “time-dependent scattering theory” [16, Chap. lo] one constructs the 
connecting partial isometries as the limits. 
llrn &TtF-itTop 
t-*x 0 
for a suitable projection PO . We shall show in this section that, under a slight 
additional condition, our operators IV% are equal to these limits. We recall 
the notation U, of Section 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let W be a partial isometry, PO = W*W and P = WW* 
the projections onto its initial and jinal sets, respectively. Let D be a dense sub- 
space of H. If  
;;c (PU,P,u, v) = ( Wu, v) (3.1) 
for every u, v  E D, then 
IV = s - lim U,P, 
t-w 
and 
(3.3) 
PROOF. To prove (3.2), observe that (3.1) and 1 PU,P, 1 < 1 imply that 
Pl_i,P, converges weakly to W. Since R’ is isometric, this can be strengthened 
to strong convergence [14, p. 2611. Finally, the projection P may be dropped 
by the argument of [13; p. 2471. (3.3) follows by taking adjoints in (3.1) and 
applying what has just been proved. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let @(A, cl) E C,O(R,) be H o Id er continuous in p for each fixed A. 
The?1 
944 = s 
+= (A - p)-1 (1 -- eit’*-@)) @(A, p) dp 
--I 
is bounded uniformly in t, and converges to a limit as t 4 co. 
PROOF. The uniform bound follows from the usual type of argument on 
Holder continuity [19, Chap. 21. For the convergence, observe that for fixed A, 
the sum of @ and its Hilbert transform in p is also Holder continuous and has 
Fourier transform: 
3(s, 4 = x(~.~)(s) j‘:” e-isp@P(A r) 4, 
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where x(,,+) is the characteristic function of (0, 00). Hence, for each fixed [ 
I 
tt 
-t t,b(s, A) ei@ ds (3.4) 
converges as t + co. In particular, this is true for 5 = A, in which case (3.4) 
is equal to v,(h). 
THEOREM 2. Let D be a subspace of B n H which is dense in H, and assume 
that either 
(a) For each u E D and w E B, (E;(h) u, v> is locally Holder continuous on 
G or 
(b) For each u E D and v E B*, (v, q,(h f i0) u) is locally Holder con- 
tinuous on G. 
Then 
and 
lV+( T, T,,; G) = s - lim U,(T, T,) E,[G] t4cm (3.5) 
W*(T,, , T; G) = s - f’rnn U,(T,, , T) E[G], (3.6) + 
where the limits on the right side are guaranteed to exist. 
PROOF. By a standard formula [14, p. 2611 
((U,-I)f(T,)u,g(T)w) =iS:(~e-ITay(T~)~,e-~‘~g(T)o)ds. (3.7) 
It suffices to prove that for u, v E D, and f, g E C:(G), the limit as t tends to 
f 00 of the right side of (3.7) exists. For by Lemma 1.2.4 this limit is neces- 
sarily equal to (W&f (T,) u, g(T) V) [ll, p. 1421. Since the elements of the 
form f (T,,) u and g(T) v are dense in E,[G] H and E[G] H respectively, the 
theorem follows from Lemma 3.1. 
We claim that 
( VeciToff( T,) U, eciTtg( T) V) = j+jtrn ei(“-P)tg(p)f(f(h) F(h, p) a9 dp, 
--m --m 
where 
F(h, p) = (2&-l ((q,,(h + i0) - q,(h - i0)) u, E’(p) v). 
For the left side of 3.8 is equal to 
+m 
--oD etAtf(h) ljiy (VEh(h, c) II, e-“rk( T) w) dA 
=I 
+* .+m 
--(Ti eaAtf(X) lim 
J <JO --m 
eei”&p) (VE&i, E) u, E’(p) et) dp dh. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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The p-integrand is bounded uniformly in E, so that by dominated convergence 
we obtain the right side of (3.8). S ince f  and g are of compact support, F may 
be replaced by a function Fl of compact support, with no change in the inte- 
grand of (3.8). 
Assume that (a) holds, and let @ =fF, . Inserting the expression of (3.8) 
into the right side of (3.7) and using Fubini’s theorem, we obtain 
(3.11) 
By Lemma 3.2, the integral in braces is uniformly bounded and its limit as 
t + co exists. By dominated convergence, the limit of (3.11) also exists. 
When (b) holds, the proof is similar, with CD = gF, . 
REMARK. It is quite possible that It’ * E converges strongly to a unitary ( ) 
operator, while the limit of U, does not exist. For example, let To = id/dt 
and T = idjdt + b(t), where b(t) is a bounded, real-valued function on 
(- CO, + w). An elementary calculation shows that U, is multiplication by 
the function 
b(s) ds( . 
Let p)(t) be a smooth function, with support in [- 1, +~ 11, such that 
s fl -1 ds) ds = O* 
I f  
b(t) = f p(t - S), 
71=1 
then U, does not converge as t 4 CO, while W+(E) converges to the unitary 
operator of multiplication by 
exp 
The author is indebted to Marvin Rosenblum for this example. 
4. APPLICATION: ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
The differential operator - D”, where D = d/dt, is in the limit point case 
at both end points of (- co, + co), and therefore defines a unique self- 
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adjoint operator T,, on H = L,( - co, + oo). It is well-known that T,, is 
absolutely continuous, and that for Im z # 0, R,(z) has the Green’s function 
kernel: 
go(t, s; k) = ik-lei~lf-SI) 
where k* = z and Im k 3 0. (A general reference for this section is [3], 
Chap. XIII.) 
Let p(t) be a continuous, real-valued function on (- co, + co) such that 
N= +a i -~ IPM I dt < + ~0. 
Then [3, X111.6.18] - D2 +p(t) is also in the limit point case at both end 
points, and defines a unique self-adjoint operator T whose domain is the 
same as that of T,, . 
THEOREM 3. The continuous part of T is unitarily equivalent to - D2, 
and hence the continuous spectrum of T is [0, ~0). T has no positive eigenvalues, 
and the negative eigenvalues are isolated with simple multiplicity. 
This result extends work of Moser [I81 for small perturbations, and of 
Rejto [21], who proved absolute continuity under a stronger assumption on 
p(t). Kato [15] h as a small perturbation result for a related operator which 
need not be self-adjoint. The operator - D2 + p with integrable p has been 
studied by many authors (see [3], Chap. XIII for references). 
LEMMA 4.1. The resolve& (T - k2)-l, Im K > 0, Re k # 0, is given by a 
Green’s function kernel g(t, s; k) which is continuous up to Im k = 0, k # 0 
for fixed (t, s), and is bounded unsformly in t and s on compact subsets of 
Rek+O,Imk>O. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1. Let k = X + iq # 0, 7 3 0. Then ([9], p. 381, 
Chap. XI. Corollary 9.2 and [3], Lemma XIII. 6.18) there exist solutions 
PC& k) and y(t, 4 of 
- U” + pu = k2u 
such that 
a,b(t, k) N eeiLt as t++cc 
g)(t, k) .w etiLt as t-+-CO. 
By the theory of Green’s function ([3], p. 1327), 
(4.1) 
g(t, s. k) = w(k) #- k, ds- k, s<t 
9 
w(k) 9(s, 4 dt, 4 s > t, 
(4.2) 
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where l/w(k) is the Wronskian of # and q?. We shall show that #, (CI’, q~ and v’ 
are continuous on Im k > 0, k f 0 for fixed t, and that 
/ z,b(t, k) / < Ce-1” 
/ v(t, k) 1 < Ce+‘l’. (4.3) 
Then w(k) is continuous, and can vanish only if k2 is an eigenvalue, which 
implies that Re k = 0. Hence, l/w(k) is bounded on compact subsets of 
Im k > 0, Re k # 0, and the estimate follows from 4.2 and 4.3. 
Interchange of t and - t shows that it suffices to consider 4. The integral 
equation for 4 is ([3], p. 1408, Lemma X111.6.18) 
a,b(t, k) = e-i’it + k-l 1: sin k(t - s)p(s) a,h(s, k) ds. 
If o(t, k) = eqt#(t, k), then the equation for v is 
(I - Mk) v(k, t) = e-iAt, 
where MI, is the Volterra operator 
M,v(t) = k-’ /“p sin k(t - s) e-q(s-t)p(s) w(s) ds. 
If Mk is considered as an operator on the Banach space Co (- co, + co) 
of bounded continuous functions with uniform norm, the standard arguments 
([23], p. 31) show that 
Hence 
v(t, k) = ( f  Mn) e@“, 
?Z=O 
and we obtain the estimate 
(4.6) 
( e)(t, k) 1 < eNjILl. 
For fixed t, each term of (4.6) is continuous, and hence, by the estimates (4.5), 
v(t, k) is also continuous. This establishes the bound (4.3) and the continuity 
of #. Continuity of 9’ follows, since the equation obtained by differentiating 
(4.4) is of the same type. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Let B =L,(- CO, + CO). Then B and H are 
paired, and To is B-smooth on (0, CO). For 2rriE~(k2) is given by the kernel 
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&I(4 s; 4 - &At, s, - Q, which is bounded uniformly in K for Im K 3 0, 
1 k 1 > 6 > 0, and continuous up to the axis as Im K -+ 0 f. It follows 
immediately that the form (E;(E) U, V) has a unique extension to u, v  ELM , 
which is continuous up to the interval K2 = 5 > 0. 
m(k2) u(t) = p(t) jzg(t. s; k) u(s) ds. (4.7) 
Since g(t, s; k) is bounded for fixed k, this operator clearly has a bounded 
extension to L, . Moreover, the right side continues to define a bounded 
operator on L, for real k + 0, if we take the limiting values of g(t, s; k). For 
fixed u EL, , Jg(t, s; k) u(s) ds is continuous in k for fixed t and bounded 
uniformly in t and k on compact subsets of Im k 3 0, Re k # 0. It follows 
that the right side of (4.7) is continuous in L, norm for Im k 3 0, Re k # 0. 
Hence, Q(k2) has a strongly continuous L,-extension as required. Since the 
kernel of Q,(k2) also has the properties described in Lemma 4.1, the same 
result holds for Q,, , and it follows from Theorem 1, that the part of T in 
(0, co) is absolutely continuous and unitarily equivalent to T,, . 
The simplicity of the negative eigenvalues follows from the fact that for 
Im k > 0, (4.1) always has a solution which is O(e-<“‘) at CO, so that two 
independent solutions cannot be in L, . It follows from the proof of Lemma 4.1 
that the negative spectrum of T consists only of isolated eigenvalues corre- 
sponding to the poles of w(k). 
5. APPLICATION: GENTLE PERTURBATIONS 
In the classical 1938 paper [6] of Friedrichs, the operator T,, of multiplica- 
tion by t on an L, space is perturbed by an integral operator with a symmetric, 
Holder-continuous kernel k(s, t). The functions of the L, space may have 
values in a Hilbert space X, in which case k(s, t) is a bounded operator on X 
for each s and t. Such perturbations are called “gentle” and, when k(s, t) is a 
compact operator for each s and t, “completely gentle.” In this section, we 
discuss operators of this type. For previous work, see [.5], [20] and the refer- 
ences given there. Rejto’s condition of “partial” gentleness [20, II] will not 
be considered here. 
An essentially new feature of the present work is the large perturbation 
result (Theorem 5.2b) for 0 < a < $, which is obtained by the use of a lemma 
of Ruroda and Kate. Otherwise, the results are similar to those of previous 
authors. In this connection, it is necessary to note the following technical 
point. The conditions on the symmetric kernel k(s, t) are formulated as the 
finiteness of a norm. We consider two such norms: the norm (5.2), introduced 
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by Fadeev [5], and the slightly different norm (5.1), apparently new in this 
context. The essential difference is expressed in Theorem 5.lb. Our results 
reduce to Fadeev’s when 8 < a < 1, and the norm (5.2) is used. Previous 
writers (such as [20]) use a similar norm, which is somewhat more com- 
plicated and not easily comparable to these. 
In the preceeding section, essential use was made of the Green’s function 
representation of R(z). In most problems of perturbation theory, no such 
detailed knowledge of the perturbed resolvent is available, and the conditions 
on Q(x) cannot be explicitly verified. In such a case, one can proceed by 
constructing q(z) as the inverse of ~Za(.z), and showing that it extends Q(z) 
and has the required continuity properties. The following simple lemma is 
useful in this connection. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let K have B-extension k, which maps B into B n H. Then 
(I + k)-l is the B-extension of (I + K)-I, provided that these inverses exist 
as bounded operators on B and H, respectively. 
PROOF. I f  x E B n H, then y  = (I + k)-‘.t’ = .x - k(Z + k)-l x is in 
B and H. Hence .Y = y  + ky = y  + Ky, and y  = (I + K)-l s. 
Let X be a separable Hilbert space, and denote by L(X) the space of 
bounded operators on X, with the usual operator norm. If U(X) is a function 
on Rn with values in X, and 0 < a < 1, b > 0, define 
II u la.6 = sup ((1 + I x: I)” I U(X) I + I 11 IV I 4.~’ + h) - u(x) II (5.1) 
and 
II 21 II& = sup (1 + I x I)“{1 u(x) I + I h I-’ I u(x + 4 - 4~) I}, (5.2) 
where the suprema are taken over x E R, and / h I < 1. Denote the spaces of 
functions for which these norms are finite by B,(a, b; X) and BA(a, b; X). 
These spaces are complete in their respective norms. If  J is a finite or infinite 
closed interval, we denote by B,(a, b; X, /) the subspace of Bn(a, b; ,U) 
consisting of functions vanishing outside JX **a x j (rz factors). BA(a, b; X, J) 
is defined similarly. Functions in these spaces necessarily vanish on the 
boundary of Jx *.. x J. If  J is finite, the parameter b is clearly superfluous. 
These spaces are similarly defined when X is replaced by L(X). 
Let J be a closed interval, and T,, the multiplication operator T&t) = tu(t) 
on the space H = L,( J; X) of square-integrable functions on J with values 
in X. 
BASIC ASSUMPTION. We shall assume that k E B,(a, , b,; L(X), J), where 
b, > 4j and 0 < a,, < 1, and that k(s, t) = k*(t, s). Let B = B,(a, 6; X, J) 
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and B’ = B;(a, b; X, /) where 0 < a < a, and $ < b < b, . Once chosen 
to satisfy these inequalities, a and b are fixed throut the discussion. 
Observe that both B and B’ are paired with H, and that B’ C B C H. 
If we define 
Tu(t) = tu(t) + r ,^ k(t, s) u(s) ds, 
then T is self-adjoint with D(T) = D( T,,). The proof [5] follows by elementary 
estimates from the following lemma of Kato [12]: 
LEMMA. Let T,, be self-a&o&, and F’ dejned and symmetric on D(T,). 
If there exist constants C and a, a < 1, such that 
1 F’u 1% < a I T,,u I2 + C 1 u Ia 
for every u E D(T,,), then T = T,, + I’ is self-adjoint with D(T) = D(T,,). 
LEMMA 5.2. (a) T is B-smooth and B’-smooth on the entire real axis. 
(b) Q,,(x) has a B-extension q,,(z) which is Holder continuous up to the real 
axis in B-operator nornz, with Holder exponent (T = a, - a. There exists a 
constant C such that 
(5.3) 
(c) If k E BXao, b,;LW, J), h t e same result holds for B’ except that in 
addition 
II d4 - I lie, < C’ II k lln,,b, (1 + I z I)-” 
whenever 0 < /? < b, . 
(5.4) 
This lemma is a direct consequence of two lemmas of “Privaloff type,” 
which are stated in the Appendix. 
LEMMA 5.3. The operator q,,(z) - I is compact on B for Im z f  0 if either 
(a) k(s, t) is a compact operator on X for every s and t. 
(b) k(s, t) = Cr==l ki(s) ii(t) is a kernel of finite rank. Or 
(c) k(s, t) Zs the sum of t.wo kernels satisfying (a) and (b), respectively. 
See [5]. The basic tool in the proof of (a) is the following: 
COMPACTNESS LEMMA. If S is a bounded subset of B,(a, b; X) such that 
the ranges of the functions of S lie uniformly in a compact subset K of X, then S 
is relatively compact in B,(a’, b’; X) whenever a’ < a and b’ < b. Similarly 
for B; . 
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We can now discuss the spectral theory of T. The first theorem is a small 
perturbation result, while the second treats “completely gentle” and finite 
rank perturbations. The third concerns scattering theory. 
THEOREM 4. (a) There exists a constant C(a, , b,) such that if 
II k Lo,b, -=I ml > b,), 
then T and T,, are unitarily equivalent. 
(b) Zf k E B; and 0 < /3 < 6, , then there exists a constant C(a, , b, , fl) 
such that the part of T in 
{A : I X ip :> C(a, , b, , 8) I/ k $a,,b,) 
is equivalent to the corresponding part of T,, . 
PROOF. Using the estimate (5.3) it follows from the Neumann series that 
for nonreal z, q,(z) has an inverse q(z) which is norm continuous in z. Since 
B C H, Lemma 5.1 implies that q(z) is the B-extension of Q(z), and (a) follows. 
The proof of (b) is similar, using (5.4). 
THEOREM 5. Assume that k(s, t) satisjies one of the three conditions of 
Lemma 5.3. Then 
(a) The part of o(T) contained in p(T,) is a countable set of eigenvalues of 
finite multiplicity, having no accumulation point in p( T,,). 
(b) There exists a closed set NC / of Lebesgue measure zero, such that the 
part of T in J - N is the absolutely continuous part of T and is unitarily 
equivalent to T, . 
(c) Zf a,, > 4, there is no singular continuous part of T, and the eigenvahes 
of T have no jinite accumulation point. 
Assume in addition that k E B;l(a, , b,; L(X), J). Then N is compact, and the 
eigenvalues of T form a bounded set. Hence if a, > 4, the discrete part of T is of 
finite rank. 
PROCF. If z E~(T,,), then TW&,(z) h as the Hilbert-Schmidt kernel 
k(s, t) (z - t)-l, and is therefore compact. Results of Wolf [25, Section l] 
yield the invariance of the essential spectrum, which implies (1). Since 
B C H, qO(z) is injective for non-real z, since Q,,(z) is. By compactness, qO(z) 
has a bounded inverse q(z), which must extend Q(z) by Lemma 5.1. Since 
q,,(z) is norm-continuous, it therefore suffices for the proof of (b) or (c) to 
show that q,,(X + i0) is injective for X in the appropriate set. In case (b), this 
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follows from the following lemma of Kuroda [17, Lemma 6.21 and Kate 
(unpublished): 
LEMMA. Let F(z) be a function de$ned for Im z # 0, with values in the 
space of bounded operators on a Banach space. Assume that: 
(a) F(z) is a compact operator for Im z # 0. 
(b) F(z) is analytic in z. 
(c) F(z) is continuous up to an open set G of the real axis in operator norm. 
(d) I + F(z) is one-to-one for Im z # 0. 
Then I + F(h f  i0) is one-to-one for almost every h in G. 
In case (c), we may proceed as follows. Suppose that q&h f i0) u = 0, 
u E B. By a lemma of Fadeev [5, Lemma 3.71, it follows that u(h) = 0. Since 
a,, > 4, u(t) vanishes at co rapidly enough that v(t) = u(t) (t - h)-l is in L, . 
It is now simple to show that v E D(T,,) and (T - A) v = 0. Elementary 
arguments show that h has multiplicity equal to the nullity of q,,(X f i0). 
Consider a sequence A, -+ A, , with q&h, + i0) u, = 0, I/ u, 11 = 1. By 
compactness, we may pass to a subsequence such that u, + z+, in B, with 
q,,(h, + i0) u0 = 0. In the present case, this implies that a, - vO, weakly 
in H. By orthogonality of eigenvectors, (v, , v,,) = 0, so that v,, = 0 and 
hence u0 = 0, contradicting 11 u,, Ij = 1. Hence, q&h + i0) is injective except 
for eigenvalues of finite multiplicity, having no finite accumulation point. 
Finally, if K E B; , Theorem 4 states that the parts of T and T0 outside a 
sufficiently large interval are equivalent. The final statements now follow 
from what has already been proved. 
THEOREM 6. In Theorems 4 and 5, the connecting partial isometrics are 
given by the time dependent limits of Theorem 2. 
PROOF. It suffices to observe that by Lemma 5.2, qO(z) is Holder continuous 
up to the axis in operator norm, with Holder exponent u = a,, - a. Theo- 
rem 2(b) therefore applies with D, = B or B’. 
6. APPLICATION: ANOTHER TYPE OF GENTLE PERTURBATION 
Friedrichs [7, 81 has also considered the following situation. Let 
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H =L,(R,), and B =L,(R,). Let T,, be the self-adjoint operator i(d/dt), 
[3, p. 130.51. The resolvent of T,, is given by: 
1 
.t 
-i eiz(s-t)f(s) ds Imz<O 
-m el(4fW = 
i eiz’s-t’.f(s) ds Imz >O. 
Let -4 be the integral operator with symmetric kernel a(s, t) = n(t, s). 
THEOREM 7. Assume that T = TO + il is defined and self-adjoint with 
D(T) = D(T,). Ij 
.+m .+cn 
!  I 
j a(s, t) 1 ds dt < I, 
-*- --XI 
(6.1) 
then T and TO are unitarily equivalent. 
PROOF. Since B* = L&R,), straight forward estimates show that T,, is 
B-smooth, and that &(z) has a B-extension given by 
q,,(z)f(t) -f(t) = i /z,F” e’z(“-r)a(t, s)f(r) ds dr 
for Im .a > 0 and f  ~Lr(lir). Estimating the L, norm of the right hand side 
gives: 
II q&)f -.f II < Ilf II /+m[+m I 4c 4 I ds dt- 
-x1* -a. 
Similar estimates show strong continuity of q,,(a) up to the axis, so that the 
result follows from Theorem 2. 
REMARKS. (1) The functions of H may have values in a separable 
Hilbert space X with no change in the result. In this case a(s, t) EL(X) for 
each s and t. 
(2) That 6.1 does not insure that T is self-adjoint is seen by considering 
a kernel of rank one. A sufficient condition more general than those of [7] 
?f can be derived as follows. Let u = &(.z)f E D( T,,), P 
4) = xto.dt) e+, a,(-) = I 4.5 .) I 7 and 
then a simple estimate shows that 
I &(4f(x) I < <% 3 piy * gi < I a, lp 
iere y  = Im z > 0. If  
g(t) = IA- 4 If 
7% *g IQ (6.2) 
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with the L, , L, pairing, p-l J- q-l = 1. The * denotes convolution. However 
[3, p. 5281, 1 vy*g jp does not exceed / pn 1,. jg le = (ry)-‘J” If 1,) where 
y-1 + 2-l = 1 + q-1. Therefore, if 
Cd= s’” IJ’” I a(x, t) p dty dx < + 00 
-m -m 
for some p, 1 < p < 2, we have on squaring (6.2) and integrating, 
/ Au 12 < cx(Yy)-'q T,u 12 + I z 12 I u I”) 
with 1 < Y < 2. Taking y sufficiently large, the result follows from the pre- 
viously quoted lemma of Kate [ 121. 
APPENDIX 
We shall state the “Privaloff lemmas” in the precise form in which they 
are required in Section 5. The proofs are essentially known (see [19, Chap. 21 
and the appendix of [4]), and are omitted. 
LEMMA A.l. Let u EB,(~, b; X), 0 < a < 1, 0 <b < 1. Define 
u(t) (t - z)-1 dt, Imx#O. 
Then 
(a) F(z) is Holder continuous up to the real axis in the nom of X, with 
Holder exponent a. 
(b) There exists a constant C, depending on a, b and X such that 
The same result holds for B;(a, b; X). 
LEMMA A.2. (a) Let h E B,(a, , b,; L(X)) and u E B,(a, b; X) where 
O<a<a,<landO<b<b,<l.Dejine 
qt, z) = Jfrn h(t, s) (s - .z-' u(s) ds. 
-m 
ZfO<a’<a,andO<b’<b,,then 
(i) The function F(*, z) is continuous up to the axis in the norm of 
B,(a’, b’; X). 
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(ii) There exists a constant C such that 
(A.11 
(iii) There exists a constant C szrch that, ifz and z’ are not separated by the 
real axis, 
/I F(*, z, - F(*, z’) hz’.b’ < c 11 k h,.b, 11 u Ila,b 1 z - z’ I0 (A4 
where o = a, - a’ > 0. 
(b) If K E &(a,, , b,; L(X)) and II E B’(a 1 ,, , b,; X), the same results hold for 
the primed norms, and in addition, the estimate of (ii) can be replaced by 
(A-3) 
wher~erO<j3<min(l;b+b,-b’). 
The various constants C depend only on a, a,, , a’, b, b, , 6’ and, in part 
(b), on B. 
We remark that K need not be symmetric in this lemma. 
Note added in proof. Since I submitted this article for publication, there has 
appeared a paper by Professor P. A. Rejto (“On partly gentle perturbations I.” J. Math. 
Anal. Appl. 17 (1967), 435-462) . m which similar results are obtained, by different 
proofs. Needless to say, Professor Rejto and I have labored independently. 
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